SMRITI SANDHYA ( 26-03-22)
Jain Bharati Mrigavati Vidyalaya organised Smriti Sandhya to offer heartfelt and
profound tribute to Late Sh. R.K. Jain, Emeritus Chairman Atma Vallabh Jain Smarak
Shikshan Nidhi who was a constant source of inspiration and unstinting support to
Vidyalaya in all its endeavors. Imbued with pious sentiments , permeating calmness
and serenity , the occasion was graced by Sh.R.K Jain Oswal ,Vice Chairperson,Atma
Vallabh Jain Smarak Shikshan Nidhi ,trustees of Atma Vallabh Jain Smarak Shikshan
Nidhi , Sh. N.K. Jain Vidyalaya Chairman ,Sh. D.K Jain ,Vidyalaya Co Chairman ,Sh.
Manish Jain Honorary Manager ,Members of Vidyalaya Managing Committee ,
Members of the Enkay COSCO Family , Vidyalaya Principal Ms. Anupma Bhardwaj ,
Distinguished Guests and Vidyalaya Faculty.
The congregation had a glimpse of the charismatic visionary as anecdotes from his
life were shared and his remarkable contribution to the society recalled. Vidyalaya
family expressed its highest regard for the exalted philanthropist, magnanimous
human being, mesmerizing orator and unparalleled legend through Meri Bhavna,
Bansuri Vadan, Sangeet Swaranjali, Bhavavyakti, Kavyanjali, Geetanjali and
Chitranjali. Sh.R.K Jain Oswalji felt nostalgic and emotional as he articulated upon
his long association with the illustrious soul. Vidyalaya Principal Ms.Anupma
Bhardwaj paid obeisance to the great visionary and felt blessed to have been
associated with him. Vidyalaya Chairman Sh. N.K.Jain accentuated his resolve to
continue the good work initiated by Sh R.K.Jain and announced five R.K.Jain
Teacher Excellency Awards to be conferred upon Vidyalaya teachers by Nurpat Rai
Khairayti Lal Jain Pariwar with each award carrying an amount of Rs 1 lakh.
Vidyalaya Co- Chairman Sh.D.K.Jain expressed his sanguine hope and gratitude for
having collaborated with the venerated soul. The August gathering prayed to the
Almighty for peace to the departed soul and forbearance to the family to bear the
irreparable loss while spreading his message of Love for all. The program was
broadcast live on zoom for the virtual audience.

